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1TECHNICAl MEMoRANDuM
DEgRADATiOn OF ThE ADhESivE PROPERTiES OF MD–944 DiODE TAPE by  
SiMuLATED LOw EARTh ORbiT EnviROnMEnTAL FACTORS
1.  inTRODuCTiOn
on the Internatonal Space Staton (ISS), the port sde No. 6 (p6) solar array was deployed on 
top of the z1 truss durng the STS-97 msson n November 2000. later n the ISS assembly process,  
the p6 array wll be retracted and moved. The current operatonal plan s to store the p6 solar array for 
≈6 mo after the port side No. 4 (P4) solar array is installed and becomes operational. The P6 solar array 
wll eventually be redeployed outboard of the p4 solar array. 
orgnally the solar array was desgned and constructed for the Space Staton Freedom program, 
and no retracton of the array was planned after ts ntal deployment. Durng the retracton of the array, 
the surfaces of adjacent array panels may contact each other. In several areas on the surface of the pan-
els, MD–944 diode tape was applied during the fabrication process (fig. 1). This tape provides thermal 
control by ts hgh emttance and mechancal protecton of the underlyng dodes. It conssts of a 0.5-ml 
kapton® layer wth a 2-ml, Dow Cornng QC–7725 slcone pressure-senstve adhesve layer. Atomc 
oxygen (Ao), present n Space Staton orbt, wll chemcally react wth and erode the kapton, exposng 
the slcone adhesve. Should the slcone retan ts adhesve propertes, the solar array may be mechan-
cally damaged, or redeployment of the array may be prevented by the formaton of adhesve bonds 
between adjacent array panels.
Diode With Tape
Fgure 1.  Dode wth MD–944 tape on ISS solar array.
2To evaluate the potental for the formaton of adhesve bonds and the force need to overcome 
the bondng, samples of MD–944 dode tape have been exposed, n the Marshall Space Flght Cen-
ter (MSFC) Envronmental Effects laboratory, to several of the envronmental factors that the p6 solar 
array has experenced durng ts current deployment. Samples were exposed to Ao of 5-ev energy, 
whch ncludes a concurrent exposure to vacuum ultravolet (vuv) radaton. Ao exposure was also 
performed n the Ao Drft Tube System, whch generates thermal energy Ao and no concurrent ultra-
volet (uv) radaton. Tape samples have also been exposed to near ultravolet (Nuv) radaton and 
onzng radaton (IR). The tape samples were exposed to each envronmental factor ndvdually and n 
sequence (5-ev Ao, Nuv, IR) n order to establsh the effect of the ndvdual and combned envron-
ment factors. After exposure to the ndvdual and combned factors, the slcone adhesve layer of two 
tape samples were pressed together and placed under a “preloadng” of 2.5 ps. Ths preloadng was 
removed after predetermned perods of 7 days to 17 mo and the mechancal force requred to break the 
adhesve-to-adhesve bond measured wth a load frame. 
Durng the redeployment of the p6 solar array, a force of 2.5 ps can be appled to the array by 
the deployment mechansm. Measured tensle forces of <2.5 ps for the separaton of the slcone adhe-
sve to slcone adhesve bond wll demonstrate that a successful redeployment of the p6 solar array s 
possble.
32.  MD–944 TAPE COnFiguRATiOn
As-received MD–944 tape is sandwiched between protective layers of polymer films (fig. 2). 
A thck Mylar® film and a film identified as SPV–367, by Lockheed-Martin, are bonded to the Kapton 
layer of the MD–944 tape. both of these layers were removed before the MD–944 tape was bonded to 
the pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA)/substrate assembly. A Dow Corning release film covers and pro-
tects the silicone adhesive layer of the MD–944 tape. This release film was removed prior to exposing 
the adhesve to the varous smulated envronments or the sample to sample bondng of the control and 
blockng samples.
Figure 2.  The four film layers of the as-received MD–944 tape. 
 The kapton layer of the MD–944 tape can be seen as the 
 yellow film, which is the second film from the left.
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53.  SubSTRATES
Three szes of substrates were fabrcated for ths study. All of the substrates are 0.5-n-wde, 
0.75-n-thck alumnum blocks. The lengths of the substrates are 1, 2, and 4 n wth the 2- and 4-n-long 
substrates specifically fabricated for the blocking test described later in this Technical Memoran-
dum (TM). A 0.375-n-dameter hole was drlled through the 0.75- by 1-, 2-n, or 4-n face of the sub-
strate at the center of that face. Ths hole was ntended for the nserton of a clevs pn for the tensle 
testing but was not used due to interference between the clevis and the fixture of the load frame. The 
face opposte the bondng surface of the substrates was drlled and tapped for a 1/4×20 bolt whch was 
used to attach the substrate to the load frame fixture during the tensile test measurements. This hole is 
centered n that substrate face and ntersects the 0.375-n hole n the sde of the substrate. The substrates 
were ndvdually numbered for trackng purposes.
Fgure 3.  Several vews of the alumnum substrates. The cons were 
 ncluded n as an ndcaton of the substrate sze.
6Fgure 4.  Fnsh of the substrate bondng surface.
When the substrates were delvered for ths study, they were cleaned by washng n Joy® deter-
gent and water to remove ol and other contamnants from the fabrcaton process. Ths wash was fol-
lowed by several soakng rnses n water before ar dryng the substrates. The dry substrates were then 
rnsed wth sopropyl alcohol (IpA) and allowed to ar dry before any further processng was done.
The substrates were selected randomly from the avalable supply of substrates when settng up 
the varous samples requred for ths study. Some of the substrates were recycled, or used more than 
once durng the study, after beng solvent cleaned to remove resdual pressure senstve adhesve (pSA) 
from the substrate bondng surface.
The bondng face of the substrates s 0.5-n wde and 1-, 2-, or 4-n long, dependng on the 
measurement they were intended to support. The finish or “roughness” of the bonding surface was not 
specified beyond a general flatness. Only a handful of the substrates were rejected due to unacceptable 
machnng marks n that surface, and none of the substrates were further processed to produce a surface 
with a specified smoothness.
74.  PRESSuRE SEnSiTivE ADhESivE
Two 3M vHb™ pSA tapes were recommended by M. prnce (EM40) as possble canddates for 
ths study. The tapes are 3M vHb 4920 and 3M F–9473pC. The tapes were evaluated for ther ablty to 
bond to Kapton using a layer of Kapton film to simulate that of the MD–944 tape. The Kapton/PSA bond 
for both tapes faled n tenson above 50 ps (table 1) and the 3M vHb 4920 tape was selected and used 
for the remander of the study based on these results.
Table 1.  Bond strength of 3M PSA tapes to Kapton film.
Tape
Load at 
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
4920
4920
4920
 
F9473PC
F9473PC
F9473PC
25.303
34.493
28.424
 
26.387
31.455
29.165
50.607
68.986
56.847
 
52.773
62.909
58.33
The pSA to substrate bond was also evaluated (table 2) wthout the layer of kapton ®. The sam-
ple configuration was substrate/PSA/substrate and only the No. 4920 PSA was evaluated.
Table 2.  bond strength of 3M vHb 4920 to alumnum substrates.
Preload
Period (days)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
7
7
7
7
7
29.282 
 28.29
27.968
34.273
 28.856
58.564 
 56.579
55.935
68.546
 57.712
8Figure 5.  An after tensile test measurement sample showing the Kapton film 
 stll bonded to the substrates.
95.  gEnERAL SAMPLE COnFiguRATiOn
The general configuration of the samples consisted of a layer of the 3M VHB 4920 PSA applied 
to the bondng surface of the alumnum substrate. To the “top” surface of the pSA, a sngle layer of the 
MD–944 tape was appled wth the kapton bonded to the 3M vHb 4920. The slcone adhesve layer 
of the MD–944 tape s now the top most surface of the assembly and the bondng surface between two 
samples when two substrates were bonded together n the preloadng and tensle test measurement con-
figuration.
Late in the study, two new sample configurations were introduced, as a subset of samples that 
are identified as Kapton-up samples. Initially the silicone adhesive side of the MD–944 tape was applied 
drectly to the 3M vHb 4920 pSA, whch was already bonded to the alumnum substrate. later the 
MD–944 was bonded drectly to the alumnum substrate.
These samples were used to demonstrate the degradaton n performance of the slcone adhesve 
from exposure to Ao, after Ao eroson of the tape’s kapton layer. Appendx A contans the results of 
ths addtonal analyss.
Fgure 6.  Several vews of the substrates bonded together to form the samples 
 pror to the preloadng and tensle test measurements. 
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MD–944 Test Sample A
Al Substrate Al Substrate
2-mil Silicone PSA
0.5-mil Kapton
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive
2-mil Silicone PSA
0.5-mil Kapton
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive
AO, UV and Electron Incident Flux
MD–944
Test Sample
MD–944 Test Sample B
Figure 7.  Substrate assembly and exposure configuration.
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6.  PRELOADing
once the substrate/pSA/MD–944 substrates were assembled and exposed to the approprate 
smulated envronmental parameter(s), two of these substrates would be bonded together usng the sl-
cone adhesve layer of the MD–944 tape. The samples would then be “preloaded” to 2.5 ps for a perod 
of 7 days to as long as 17 mo. The configuration of the sample being preloaded, substrate/PSA/MD–944/
MD–944/pSA/substrate, was taken nto account when calculatng the amount of addtonal mass to 
apply to the sample to attan the 2.5-ps loadng of the slcone adhesve nterface, between the two  
MD–944 tape layers. A typcal substrate mass s 14 g and the mass of the “upper” substrate was taken 
nto account when the mass to be appled to the bond was calculated. Typcally three or more samples 
were preloaded at the same tme and an alumnum plate would be placed on top of the samples to apply 
the preload to the silicone adhesive bond. In this configuration the samples could be compared to the 
legs of a table wth the alumnum plate beng the table top. lke the upper substrate, the mass of the 
alumnum plate, typcally 512 g, was accounted for when calculatng the loadng of the samples. In all 
cases, addtonal mass n the form of lead shot (n a metal pan) was placed on top of the alumnum plate 
to achieve the desired loading (figs. 8–10).
Fgure 8.  The assembled samples pror to applcaton of the preload 
 mass (the alumnum plate and lead shot).
12
Fgure 9.  preloadng of the samples. lead shot was placed n a metal pan, the amount 
 adjusted for the weght of the plate and pan, to attan the requred preload. 
 one of the 4-n blockng samples can be seen under the center preload setup.
Figure 10.  A side view of the preloading configuration.
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7.  TEnSiLE TESTing
A load frame was used to measure the force requred for the bond between the layers of slcone 
adhesve of the MD–944 tape to fal. A target force of 2.5 ps or less, based on the amount of force the 
ISS solar array drve mechansm can provde for deployment, was used to evaluate the effects of the var-
ous smulated envronments on the tensle strength of the slcone/slcone adhesve bond. Falure of the 
substrate-to-pSA bond or the pSA-to-kapton  bond was consdered an erroneous result, and that tensle 
measurement was excluded from ths study.
Fgure 11.  A sample mounted n the load frame pror to measurng the tensle strength 
 of the slcone-to-slcone adhesve bond.
14
Figure 12.  Another view of the samples in the load frame in the configuration used
 to determne the tensle strength of the bond between the substrates.
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8.  RECyCLED SubSTRATES
Durng several phases of ths study, samples were removed from the substrates, and the substrate 
was recycled to support another phase of the study. The MD–944 tape and the pSA were skved off the 
substrate and the bondng surface of the substrate lghtly sanded wth emery paper to expose the bare 
metal of the bonding surface. The entire substrate was then rinsed several times with alternating flushes 
of IpA and acetone and allowed to ar dry before reuse.
16
9.  COnTROL SAMPLES
All of the control samples were constructed wth the 1-n-long substrates. Intal preloadng of 
the control samples was to be for the perod of 7 days, 3, 6, or 10 mo. These control samples were set up 
n groups of three samples for each preload perod (table 3).
Table 3.  bond strength of ntal set of 1-n control samples.
Preload  
Period
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
7 days
7 days
7 days
 
3 mo
3 mo
3 mo
 
6 mo
6 mo
6 mo
 
10 mo
10 mo
10 mo
18.186
26.428
26.385
 
12.513
20.641
17.34
 
28.421
33.635
31.479
 
25.176
16.039
27.039
36.372
52.856
52.769
 
25.026
41.282
34.68
 
56.842
67.27
62.958
 
50.353
33.244
54.078
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10.  MOnThLy COnTROL SAMPLES
After the tensle test measurements of the 7-day preload samples were completed, addtonal 
monthly control samples were added to the study. These samples (table 4) were set up n groups of four 
and were pulled at 1, 2, 4, and 5 mo as a supplement to the orgnal control samples. 
Table 4.  bond strength of 1-n monthly control samples.
Preload
Period (mo)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
1
1
1
1
 
2
2
2
2
 
4
4
4
4
 
5
5
5
5
5 (was 4)
28.069
25.325
24.816
30.396
 
21.887
20.69
34.743
37.891
 
33.229
53.071
40.407
Not removed from preload
 
52.498
58.477
49.756
32.832
45.1238
56.139
50.65
49.632
60.791
 
43.774
41.38
69.487
75.782
 
66.459
106.142
80.813
Not removed from preload
 
104.996
116.953
99.511
65.663
90.277
An addtonal set of substrates, labeled 90-day preload, was added to the test matrx (table 5) 
because of the scatter n the tensle test measurements for the 3-mo control samples. Three sets of three 
samples each were constructed, and each set of three samples was placed n preload under a separate 
load. Ths lmted the contact of the sample and load (metal plate and contaner of lead shot) to three 
ponts, ensurng smlar loadng of each sample, whch ensured that mnor varatons n the heght of the 
assembled samples would not affect the preloadng process. Ths approach elmnated a possble source 
of varaton n the sample processng beleved to occur when more than three samples were placed under 
the same loading (pan/shot/plate) configuration.
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Table 5.  bond strength of addtonal 1-n control samples.
Preload
Period (days)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
90 (set 1)
90 (set 1)
90 (set 1)
 
90 (set 2)
90 (set 2)
90 (set 2)
 
90 (set 3)
90 (set 3)
90 (set 3)
43.595
33.971
25.12
 
36.019
26.311
33.142
 
26.196
26.366
36.079
87.189 
67.942
50.24
 
72.037
 52.622
66.284
 
52.392
52.732
72.158
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11.  bLOCKing SAMPLES
A set of samples labeled “blockng Test Samples” was set up to address the scalablty of ths 
study’s substrates and load frame measurements obtaned from the smaller substrates to an earler 
“blockng Test” conducted by lockheed-Martn that used 4- by 4-n substrates. The use of prmarly  
1-n substrates n ths study was drven by the need to conserve the supply of MD–944 tape, whch s no 
longer commercally avalable. The blockng samples were constructed usng 1-, 2-, and 4-n-long sub-
strates. These samples, lke the control samples, were not exposed to any of the smulated envronments. 
The tensle measurements for the control and the 1-n blockng samples could be combned to ncrease 
the statstcal accuracy of the study (table 6).
Table 6.  bond strength of blockng samples.
Substrate
Length (in)
Preload
Period (days)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
 
2
2
2
 
4
4
4
 
4 (set 2)
4 (set 2)
4 (set 2)
 
4 (set 3)
4 (set 3)
4 (set 3)
 
4 (set 4)
4 (set 4)
4 (set 4)
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
28.079
32.665
26.623
27.286
26.937
28.929
34.19
23.052
 
51.861
47.116
48.158
 
41.258
117.819
123.093
 
37.347
71.754
99.295
 
101.276
30.958
100.465
 
65.813
58.887
27.702
56.158
65.331
53.246
54.571
53.874
57.857
68.38
46.104
 
51.861
47.116
48.158
 
20.629
58.909
61.546
 
18.624
35.877
49.647
 
50.638
15.479
50.233
 
32.907
29.443
13.851
Extra sets of 4-n-long substrates were added to the blockng test sample matrx to resolve the 
variation seen in the tensile strength with the first set. Extra care was taken to minimize bending or twist-
ng that mght alter the results.
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12.  iOnizing RADiATiOn SAMPLES
The electron radiation energy and fluences for this test were based on radiation environment 
predictions from the MSFC Environments Branch (EV13) and dose-depth profiling for a 2-mil adhesive 
layer. Envronment predctons were made usng the AE–8 electron model and the Ap–8 proton model 
with the design specifications given in SSP 30512 and the as-flown ISS altitude profile, with consider-
aton that the worst-case dose requred for ths test would be the mnmum dose expected, not the max-
mum dose plus margn. The electrons and protons were produced by pelletron® accelerators capable of 
generatng 200-kev to 2.5-Mev energy electrons and 30-kev to 700-kev protons.
Samples were exposed to IR at three levels (table 7). The hghest level of exposure combned 
250-kev electrons (1.15×1014 e–/cm2 fluence) with 700-keV protons (9.6×1010 p+/cm2 fluence) while 
the lower exposure levels (md IR of 3.9×1013 e–/cm2, low IR of 1.75×1013 e–/cm2) dd not nclude the 
protons.
Table 7.  bond strength of IR samples.
250-keV
Electron Fluence
700-keV
Proton Fluence
Preload
Duration (days)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
1.15 × 1014
1.15 × 1014
1.15 × 1014
 
1.75 × 1013
1.75 × 1013
1.75 × 1013
 
3.9 × 1013
3.9 × 1013
3.9 × 1013
9.6 × 1010
9.6 × 1010
9.6 × 1010
 
–
–
–
 
–
–
–
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
34.873
34.73
35.586
 
24.936
18.366
23.471
 
22.834
21.331
19.621
69.746
69.459
71.172
 
49.871
36.731
46.942
 
45.668
42.663
39.242
Two addtonal hgh-IR sample sets were set up and exposed only to the 250-kev electrons. A set 
of seven substrates was exposed to the electron fluence, and three samples were constructed using six 
of those substrates. Durng the substrate to substrate bondng, one of the substrate pars was damaged. 
A second set of eight substrates was set up and exposed to the same electron fluence and then bonded to 
provide an additional four data points (table 8 and fig. 13).
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Table 8.  Bond strength of additional high-fluence electron radiation samples.
Electron
Fluence
Preload 
Period (days)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
1.15 × 1014
1.15 × 1014
 
1.15 × 1014
1.15 × 1014
1.15 × 1014
1.15 × 1014
7
7
 
7
7
7
7
19.851
16.527
 
19.503
16.961
21.824
20.008
39.703
33.054
 
39.006
33.922
43.649
40.017
Figure 13.  The IR samples loaded in the fixture used during the IR exposures.
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13.  nEAR uLTRAviOLET RADiATiOn SAMPLES
A mercury-xenon lamp was used as the source of the Nuv radaton. The samples were mounted 
n a vacuum chamber and llumnated from outsde of the chamber through a uv-transparent port n 
the sde of the chamber. The plate to whch the sample holder was mounted was water cooled, and the 
system operatng temperature was 22–30 ºC. Durng the exposure, the chamber was evacuated to a pres-
sure of 10–6 torr or less. The lamp was characterzed wth a radometer pror to sample exposure, and the 
output was montored throughout the test usng a photo dode. Fgure 14 shows the output from the lamp 
over the range of 250 to 400 nm.
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Fgure 14.  output of lamp used n Nuv radaton exposures. 
Three sets of MD–944 tape samples were exposed to Nuv for perods of 509, 1,143, and 2,214 
equvalent sun hours (ESH) (table 9). The substrates/samples were assembled n the usual manner wth 
the slcone adhesve layer of the MD–944 tape as the top surface. After exposure to Nuv, the substrates 
were assembled nto the usual sample pars and preloaded for 7 days pror to measurng the tensle 
strength of the slcone-to-slcone bond. 
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Table 9.  bond strength of Nuv-exposed samples.
NUV ESH
Preload 
Period (days)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
509
509
509
 
1,143
1,143
1,143
 
2,214
2,214*
2,214
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
44.588
25.96
45.101
 
37.796
23.209
17.94
 
1.385
NB**
26.174
89.177
51.92
90.202
 
75.593
46.417
35.879
 
2.771
NB**
52.347
  * Post tensile measurement inspection of bonding surface irregularities
 in the appearance of the bonding surface. Sample submitted for XPS
 and FTIR analysis of the bonding surface.
** NB: the samples had no bond formed by the preload. 
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14.  ATOMiC OxygEn ExPOSuRE
Two dfferent facltes were used durng the Ao exposure of the MD–944 tape samples. The 
Atomc oxygen beam Faclty (AobF) was used to expose samples to 5-ev Ao, and the Atomc oxy-
gen Drft Tube System (AoDTS) was used for 0.1-ev Ao exposures. The samples exposed n the AobF 
faclty receved a concurrent exposure to vacuum ultravolet (vuv) radaton, whch s a byproduct of 
Ao generaton.
Microcracking was apparent on samples exposed to AO (fig. 15) and also on samples exposed to 
a combnaton of Ao, Nuv, and IR. Ths s consstent wth slcate formaton on the surface. Samples 
exposed to less Ao had smlar but fewer cracks. Samples exposed to Nuv or IR wth no Ao dd not 
exhbt mcrocrackng.
1 mm
Figure 15.  Photomicrograph of sample exposed to 5-eV AO fluence
 of 1.40×1021 atoms/cm2.
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15.  ATOMiC OxygEn bEAM FACiLiTy SAMPLES
The tensile testing data for the AOBF samples (fig. 16) and the exposure parameters are listed in 
table 10. 
Fgure 16.  Seven substrates mounted on the AobF sample holder. 
 The orange-brown dsk at the center of the pcture s a 
 Kapton film sample used to monitor the fluence of AO 
 to the sample.
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Table 10.  bond strength of samples exposed to 5-ev Ao.
Preload
Period (days)
AO
Fluence
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
1.3 × 1018
1.3 × 1018
1.3 × 1018
 
3.0 × 1019
3.0 × 1019
3.0 × 1019
 
9.7 × 1019
9.7 × 1019
9.7 × 1019
 
1.4 × 1021
1.4 × 1021
1.4 × 1021
25.644
33.842
25.681
 
8.941
5.836
9.682
 
0.882
0.117
NB*
 
NB*
NB*
NB*
51.287
67.638
51.363
 
17.882
11.672
19.365
 
1.763
0.234
NB*
 
NB*
NB*
NB*
*  NB: the samples had no bond formed by the preload.
Some samples were sequentally exposed to 5-ev Ao, Nuv radaton and onzng radaton. The 
set labeled “Reverse” had IR first, then NUV, then 5-eV AO. Table 11 contains the tensile measurements 
for those samples. 
Table 11.  bond strength of samples exposed to multple smulated envronments.
Preload
Period (mo)
AO
Fluence
NUV Fluence
(ESH)
IR Fluence
(e–/cm2)
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
3
3
3
 
9.58
9.58
9.58
 
17
17
17
 
3 — Reverse
3 — Reverse
3 — Reverse
1.18 × 1021
1.18 × 1021
1.18 × 1021
 
1.42 × 1021
1.42 × 1021
1.42 × 1021
 
1.48 × 1021
1.48 × 1021
1.48 × 1021
 
4.27 × 1020
4.27 × 1020
4.27 × 1020
2,687.1
2,687.1
2,687.1
 
2,613.9
2,613.9
2,613.9
 
2,214
2,214
2,214
 
2,180
2,180
2,180
1.75 × 1013
1.75 × 1013
1.75 × 1013
 
1.75 × 1013
1.75 × 1013
1.75 × 1013
 
N/A
N/A
N/A
 
1.73 × 1013
1.73 × 1013
1.73 × 1013
NB*
NB*
0.309
 
<<1**
<<1**
<<1**
 
<<1**
<<1**
<<1**
 
NB*
NB*
NB*
NB*
NB*
0.619
 
<<1**
<<1**
<<1**
 
<<1**
<<1**
<<1**
 
NB*
NB*
NB*
 * NB: The samples had no bond formed by the preload. 
** <<1: The samples did form a bond during preload, but the bond failed during sample handling or under the weight of the 
sample pair.
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16.  ATOMiC OxygEn DRiFT TubE SySTEM SAMPLES
The tensle test measurements for the samples exposed to thermal energy (generally < 0.1 ev) 
Ao n the AoDTS are presented n table 12. unlke the AobF system, no exposure of the samples to 
vuv radaton occurs n ths system.
Table 12.  bond strength of samples exposed to thermal energy Ao.
Preload
Period (days)
AO
Fluence
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7
7
 
7
7 
7 
 
30*
30*
30*
1.53 × 1022
1.53 × 1022
1.53 × 1022
 
2.24 × 1022
2.24 × 1022
2.24 × 1022
 
2.3 × 1022
2.3 × 1022
2.3 × 1022
 
2.404 × 1022
2.404 × 1022
2.404 × 1022
 
3.6 × 1022
3.6 × 1022
3.6 × 1022
6.191
0.581
0.386
 
NB
NB
<<1
 
0.14
0.312
0.084
 
NB
0.084
0.272
 
<<1
<<1
<<1
12.382
1.163
0.771
 
NB
NB
<<1
 
0.28
0.625
0.169
 
NB
0.168
0.543
 
<<1
<<1
<<1
* The bond between the substrates failed while the sample was
 being loaded into the test fixture.
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17.  x-RAy PhOTOELECTROn SPECTROSCOPy AnALySiS
Several of the samples were analyzed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (xpS) wth the 
objectve of detectng a transton between the chemstry of the surface of the adhesve and the under-
lyng layers from exposure to Ao, IR, vuv, and Nuv radaton. The outer surface of the adhesve, a 
polydmethyl polysloxane, should be transformed nto glass-lke slcate by exposure to Ao and the 
depth or thickness of the silicate may increase with increasing AO fluence.
xpS analyss of the surface of the adhesve dd detect a change n the bondng energy of the sl-
cone adhesve from a nomnal 101 ev for the slcone to a nomnal 103 ev for the slcate. Ths change 
n the adhesve was not detected n the adhesve layer of control samples but was detected n the surface 
of adhesve exposed to Ao and Nuv exposed samples. Appendx b, Report on the ESCA Evaluaton of 
MD–944 Dode Tape, contans a detaled descrpton of the xpS analyss. The terms xpS and electron 
spectroscopy for chemcal analyss (ESCA) are dfferent names for the same analytcal technque and are 
appled nterchangeably n ths TM. It should be noted that the presence of tantalum n the xpS analyss 
s due to the use of a tantalum neutralzer plate n creatng the 5-ev Ao beam.
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18.  FOuRiER TRAnSFORM inFRARED SPECTROSCOPy AnALySiS
The absorbance peak at 1,250 cm–1 in figure 17 indicates the presence of the silicone adhesive. 
This peak is significantly reduced in figure 18, indicating the silicone adhesive has been altered by the 
AO and NUV exposure. None of the FTIR analyses, appendix C, detected a significant absorbance band 
at 1,400 cm–1 (S-CH3) and the broad absorbance band at 1,110–1,100 cm–1 dd not provde a clear 
ndcaton of the converson of the slcone adhesve to a slcate (Sox). Even the FTIR scans of the Ao 
exposed sample do not show any clear evdence of a slcate absorbance peak.
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Fgure 17.  MD–944 tape control sample No. 133 (C1C).
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Fgure 18.  AobF–bF1 sample No. 163 (1.48×1021 atoms/cm2) wth 2,200–ESH.
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19.  SuMMARy OF RESuLTS
The envronmental factors found n low Earth orbt wll reduce the bond strength of the MD–944 
slcone adhesve below the 2.5-ps mechancal force provded by the ISS solar array deployment mech-
ansm. Nuv and Ao were effectve n reducng the bond strength of the MD–944 dode tape adhesve 
through a chemcal change or other degradaton mechansm. The role of vuv n the degradaton of the 
adhesve, durng the 5-ev Ao exposures of the adhesve n the AobF, was not clearly demonstrated. 
Exposure of the adhesve to thermal energy Ao dd result n a clear reducton n the performance of the 
adhesve and does not nclude the concurrent vuv exposure of the 5-ev process. Exposure of the adhe-
sve layer to Nuv dd result n a clear degradaton of the performance of the adhesve bond strength but 
to a lesser degree than the exposure to Ao. Exposure of the adhesve to 250-kev electrons produced 
very lttle degradaton n the performance of the slcone adhesve. Adhesve sequentally exposed to 
AO, NUV and IR also resulted in a significant degradation in the strength of the adhesive bond. Lower-
ng of the adhesve bond strength s due n part to the chemcal converson of the slcone adhesve to a 
slcate or glass-lke materal. However, other degradaton processes are not ruled out, and the chemstry 
of the adhesve degradaton s lkely a complex process.
Exposure of the adhesve to 9.0×1019 atoms/cm2 Ao (5 ev), 1.5×1022 atoms/cm2 thermal energy 
Ao (< 0.1 ev), or more than 2,200 ESH Nuv was demonstrated to lower the bond strength of the adhe-
sve to below 2.5 ps. Snce the p6 solar array has been deployed (November 2000), t has receved n 
excess of 1×1022 atoms/cm2 of orbtal Ao and 10,000 ESH of solar uv. Any exposed slcone adhesve 
should be fully converted to slcate, wth mnmal stcton.
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APPEnDix A—KAPTOn-uP AnALySiS
Two sample sets were constructed wth the kapton layer of the MD–944 tape n a typcal  
as-applied configuration where the silicone adhesive bonds to the substrate and the Kapton layer is 
exposed to the envronment. These samples were exposed to 5-ev Ao n the AobF to demonstrate the 
degradation of the silicone adhesive layer after erosion of the Kapton layer by AO. The first sample sets 
(table 13) were constructed by applyng the slcone adhesve layer drectly to the pSA layer. The  
second set of samples (table 14) was constructed wthout the pSA layer, and the slcone adhesve  
of the MD–944 tape was bonded drectly to the alumnum substrate.
Table 13.  bond strength of kapton-up samples wth pSA layer exposed to 5-ev Ao.
Preload 
Period (days)
AO
Fluence
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
7
7 
7 
  
7 
7 
7 
  
7 
7 
7 
  
7 
7 
7 
4.2 × 1020
4.2 × 1020
4.2 × 1020
  
4.5 × 1020
4.5 × 1020
4.5 × 1020
  
4.9 × 1020
4.9 × 1020
4.9 × 1020
  
1.18 × 1021
1.18 × 1021
1.18 × 1021
0.094
NB
NB
  
NB
NB
<<1*
  
NB
<<1*
<<1*
  
NB
NB
NB
0.189
NB
NB
  
NB
NB
<<1*
  
NB
<<1*
<<1*
  
NB
NB
NB
* The bond between the substrates separated before the sample 
 could be loaded in the load frame fixture.
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Table 14.  bond strength of kapton-up samples wthout addtonal 
 pSA layer exposed to 5-ev Ao.
Preload 
Period (days)
AO
Fluence
Load at
Maximum Load (lbf)
Stress at
Maximum Load (psi)
7 
7 
7 
 
7 
7 
7 
 
7 
7 
7 
4.27 × 1020
4.27 × 1020
4.27 × 1020
 
2.1 × 1021
2.1 × 1021
2.1 × 1021
 
4.27 × 1020
4.27 × 1020
4.27 × 1020
0.862
0.477
0.242
 
NB
NB
NB
 
NB
1>>
1>>
1.724
0.953
0.484
 
NB
NB
NB
 
NB
1>>
1>>
A.1  Atomic Oxygen Erosion of Kapton bonded Directly to the Aluminum Substrate
Halfway through the Ao exposure of sample set ku5, the samples were removed from the 
AobF and vsually examned. At that tme, the kapton layer was fully eroded away and the slcone 
adhesive could be observed as a layer on top of the aluminum substrate (fig. 19). The samples were then 
placed back n the AobF to complete the Ao exposure shown n table 14.
Fgure 19.  kapton layer shown eroded away and the slcone adhesve observed 
 as a layer on top of the alumnum substrate.
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APPEnDix b—REPORT On ThE ESCA EvALuATiOn OF MD–944 DiODE TAPE
Analysis by Dr. binayak Panda, Marshall Space Flight Center (EM30)
The MD–944 Dode Tape contaned a slcone adhesve wth a chemcal formula poly- (dmethyl 
sloxane) or pDMS. The effectveness of the slcone adhesve could be mpared due to ts exposure to 
atomc oxygen, photons such as x-rays and ultravolet lght as encountered n space. For several samples 
exposed n such a manner, electron spectroscopy (ESCA) was used to evaluate such degradaton of the 
adhesve. It s worth mentonng that exposure to x-rays durng evaluaton n ESCA could also degrade 
the adhesve. Therefore, to mnmze such degradaton shorter exposure was planned durng the ntal 
analyss of the tape. Followng ths ntal analyss, for some samples, the analyzed regon was exposed 
to x-rays for several hours inside ESCA and then analyzed to see if there was a significant degradation 
durng the ntal analyss. In ths report, only the ntal results have been reported snce the effects of 
x-ray degradaton were mnmal. 
besdes H, pDMS has three ngredents: Carbon (C), slcon (S) and oxygen (o). It s known, 
for ths materal that the C/S rato decreases wth ncrease n tme of exposure to radaton. It s possble 
that radaton would transform slcone to slcate. Such a transformaton would ndcate a hgher bnd-
ng Energy (bE) for S 2p lne. If ths happens, there would be two S 2p peaks of slcon — one for sl-
cone (bE around 101 ev) and the other for slcate (bE around 103 ev). It was, therefore, planned that 
samples be evaluated wth reference to an unexposed (to radaton) sample. The ESCA evaluaton results 
were geared toward the followng.
(1) An overall scan to dentfy all elements or any contamnaton present on the surface.
(2) Regonal scans to show the o, C, and S peaks to measure ther ntensty. Any peak shft or
 change area under a peak would ndcate degradaton and/or formaton of another compound. 
(3) Rato of C/S ntenstes of the peaks to assess degradaton due to radaton exposure.
The samples were mounted on a special holder and a fine nickel screen with 90 percent transmis-
sion was placed on top of the sample to dissipate electrons generated from charging effects. A flood gun 
was also used smultaneously for the same purpose for better effectveness. Despte these efforts, peaks 
were broad and were skewed somewhat. For any peak poston measurement or shftng due to chargng, 
o 1s peak was taken as reference at 532.0 ev for all samples analyzed.
Sample No. 188 represented the orgnal pDMS materal wth no exposure to any radaton. 
Figure 20 shows C, O, and Si in its spectrum. To illustrate the shapes of the peaks, figures 21, 22, and 
23 are presented from a set of regional scans for the sample. It is clear from these figures that the peaks 
are somewhat wder and a bulge on each peak exsts to the rght of each peak. Whle ths can be attrb-
uted to the uneven chargng (dfferental chargng) wthn the x-ray spot, the total area of the peak and 
the poston of the man peak are utlzed n the analyss for the peak ntensty and the lne postonng, 
respectively. It is important to point out that instead of peak fitting if the whole peak is assumed as one, 
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the estimated Si 2p position would be different than what would be obtained from the peak fitting exer-
cse. For the slcone to convert to slcate the lne shft could be noted and often tmes the S peak could 
be resolved into two peaks (see fig. 24). The intensity ratio of these two peaks is reported as % Silicate 
Converson n table 15. 
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Fgure 20.  An overall spectrum of undamaged pDMS showng o, C, and S peaks 
 as the man consttuents. Sample No. 188.
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Fgure 21.  Shows the C 1s peak whch can be splt nto 2 peaks. poston and ntenstes 
 of each is shown. The smaller peak to the right in this and other figures could 
 be due to dfferental chargng. Sample No. 73.
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Fgure 22.  oxygen peaks n pDMS. The peak on the rght could 
 be due to dfferental chargng. Sample No. 73.
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Fgure 23.  S 2p peaks n S. The small peak to the rght s due to chargng effects. 
 As the slcate forms, a second peak may appear to the left of the larger 
 peak. Sample No. 73. 
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Fgure 24.  In sample No. 78 slcate peak appears on the left 
 at a hgher bE regon.
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Table 15.  Summary of peak ntensty and lne poston results. 
Sample No. Peak
Peak 
Position
Corrected 
Peak
Position
% Silicate 
Conversion
Peak 
Intensity
188
 –
 –
73
Ta, F present
 –
197
 –
 –
146
F present
 –
171
F present
 –
 –
123
Ta and some F
95
F and some Ta
 –
202
F present
 –
163
Ta and some F
 –
166
Some F present
 –
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p *
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p *
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p *
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p *
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p
C 1s *
O 1s *
Si 2p 
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p *
C 1s
O 1s
Si 2p *
C 1s
O 1s *
Si 2p *
284
531.5
101.3
284.8
531.4
103.8
284.9
532.9
103
284.8
533
103.3
284.5
532.7
101.8
284.8
531.3
102.7
286.6
534.5
105.1
284.4
532.5
101.4
284.7
531.8
102.8
284.8
531.6
101.9
284.5
532
101.8
285.4
532
104.4
284
532
102.1
283.8
532
102.3
283.8
532
101.1
285.5
532
103.4
284.1
532
102.6
283.9
532
100.9
284.9
532
103
285.2
532
102.3
–
–
0
–
–
64
–
–
18
–
–
71
–
–
38
–
–
79
–
–
83
–
–
45
–
–
63
–
–
44
516.5
339.7
213.2
335.3
601.2
98.5
518.5
356.3
119.1
388  **
744.3  **
324.8  **
347.1
540.2
256.9
435.9
344.3
85.5
239.8
509.1
141.9
268.8
579
225.9
439.5
536.7
141.2
376.9
629.8
283.6
 * Indicates that there are two peaks of significant intensity.
 ** ‘Scanned’ spectra was used in place of ‘unscanned’ data to evaluate; absolute
  intensity is different from the rest.
Table 15 lsts the sample numbers analyzed, and the peak postons and ntenstes for the C, o, 
and S peaks. The peak poston n table 15 corresponds to the man peak postons evaluated on the 
spectrum. Under one peak, say C 1s, there may be several and they can be separated through curve fit-
tng, and ‘peak poston’ ndcates the poston of the most promnent of them all. The Corrected peak 
poston refers to the poston when the man peak s shfted to a new poston as the o 1s peak s set at 
532.0 ev. The ntensty of the peak s smply the total area under the curve for a peak. 
For each sample, C and S ntensty ratos could be calculated easly from the peak Intensty col-
umn of table 15. but, the results are not reported as no correlaton could be found between ths degrada-
tion and photonic or ionic exposure. Contaminations such as flourine (F) and tantalum (Ta) were found 
on the sample surfaces are reported n the sample column n table 15. Fgures 25–27 show the presence 
and ntensty of some of the samples.
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Fgure 25.  F found on the surface of sample No. 146.
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Fgure 26.  F and Ta found on surface of sample No. 123. S peaks 
 are much smaller compared to C and o.
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Fgure 27.  F on the surface of sample No. 202.
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APPEnDix C—ADDiTiOnAL FOuRiER TRAnSFORM inFRARED SPECTRA
FTIR spectroscopy was used to look at several samples (figs. 28–38) in addition to those reported 
n the FTIR analyss secton of ths TM. As reported n that secton, the absorbance peak at 1,250 cm–1 
in the spectra indicates the presence of the silicone adhesive. This peak is significantly reduced in some 
of the figures, indicating that the silicone adhesive has been altered by the AO and NUV exposure. None 
of the FTIR analyses detected a significant absorbance band at 1,400 cm–1 (S-CH3), and the broad 
absorbance band at 1,110–1,100 cm–1 dd not provde a clear ndcaton of the converson of the slcone 
adhesve to a slcate (Sox). Even the FTIR scans of the Ao exposed sample do not show any clear ev-
dence of a slcate absorbance peak.
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Fgure 28.  IR sample No. 81 hgh electron dose (250 kev, 1.15×1014 fluence) 
 wthout protons. 
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Fgure 29.  IR sample No. 162 md dose (250 kev, 3.9×1013 fluence) electrons.
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Fgure 30.  IR sample No. 125 low dose (250 kev, 1.75×1013 fluence) electrons.
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Fgure 31.  IR sample No. 25, (250 kev, 1.15×1014 fluence) electrons 
 wth (700 kev, 9.6×1010 fluence) protons.
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Fgure 32.  IR sample No. 25 wth protons, scan of a dfferent area of the tape.
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Fgure 33.  Nuv sample No. 174, 500–ESH.
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Fgure 34.  Nuv sample No. 120, 1,100–ESH.
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Fgure 35.  Nuv sample No. 124, 2,200–ESH.
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Fgure 36.  AobF–bF4 sample No. 95, (9.7×1019 atoms/cm2).
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C.1  Supplementary Spectra
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Fgure 37.  AobF–bF4 sample No. 171 (9.7×1019 atoms/cm2), after tensle test.
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Fgure 38.  AobF–bF4 sample No. 128 (5 ev, 9.7×1019 atoms/cm2), after tensle test.
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